
1. Frequency of gestures  
● Quantized how frequent participants used gestures when they were 

talking 
2. Frequency of becoming silence  

● Quantized by comprehensively deciding the time none of the participants talked, 
the timing they talked, and response to the question asked in the conversation 

3. The time took until someone started a conversation 
● The time taken until the conversation started from whichever Japanese students 

to the foreign student or from the foreign student to Japanese students  

※This doesn't include the conversation in Japanese among the Japanese students 
※For the group where no one tried to start the conversation for more than 2 minutes                
after the verification has started, the staff sent some topics (subject of conversation) on              
the chat to have the participants choose the contents to talk about. 
※List of topics 

 
4. The number of participants who talked positively 

● Judged from the response to one of the questions from the questionnaire sent to              
the participants(Japanese nationality students) , “To what extent were you able to            
talk with the student with foreign nationality?” 

● Quantized the ratio of the number of people in a group who responded either              
“Was able to talk positively and smoothly” or “Wasn’t able to talk positively, but              
was able to talk to some extent”. 

5. Amount of time foreign nationality student talked 

Score Specific criterion 
0 The case when participants started to talk after the staff suggested some 

topics to talk about 

1 The case when they took more than 2 minutes after the verification started 

2 The case when they took less than 2 minutes after the verification started 

3 The case when they took less than 10 seconds after the verification started 

4 The case when they took less than 5 seconds after the verification started 

5 The case when they talked as soon as the verification started 

No. Contents of the topic 
1 <Favorite music> 

What is your favorite music?(type, country...) 
2 <Favorite food> 

What is your favorite food? 
3 <Self-introduction> 

Please tell us about yourself 
4 <Favorite sport> 

What is your favorite sport? 
5 <Favorite Japanese culture if they have one(anime, comic book, music)> 

Do you know anything about Japanese culture? 
6 <Recommended tourist spots> 

Is there any place you can recommend for us? 
7 <Any experience coming to Japan> 

Have you ever visited Japan? 
8 <Hobbies> 

Do you have any hobbies? 



●  The total speaking time of one foreign nationality student who plays a role as a 
transfer student during the verification(10 minutes) 

 

Score  Specific criterion 

0  0 second (When they didn’t utter even a word) 

1  Less than 30 seconds 

2  Less than 1 minute and 30 seconds 

3  Less than 3 minutes 

4  Less than 5 minutes 

5  More than 5 minutes 


